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Abstract
Let  be an artin algebra, A a two-sided ideal of , and let M be an indecomposable
nonprojective =A-module. We consider 3rst two particular embeddings fAR ; fAZ from =AM
into M de3ned, respectively, by Auslander–Reiten and Assem–Zacharia in case  is a split by
nilpotent extension of =A by A. We prove that fAR and fAZ coincide in the sense that there
exists a -isomorphism  : =AM → =AM such that fAZ = fAR. Secondly, we give some
relationships between the dual transpose over  and over a factor =A of  and applications.
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0. Introduction
Let  be an artin algebra, A a two-sided ideal of  and let M be an indecomposable
nonprojective =A-module. In [3], Section 4 Auslander and Reiten studied how the
almost split sequence ending at M in mod=A is related to the almost split sequence
ending at M in mod. From an almost split sequence ending at M in mod, they
construct in a natural way an exact sequence of =A-modules and give necessary and
suAcient conditions for this sequence to be almost split. In particular, they get an
embedding from the dual transpose =AM to M , which will be called here fAR.
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It has the property that the following diagram commutes:
where the upper and lower horizontal sequences are the almost split sequences ending
at M in mod=A and mod, respectively.
We further study the relationship between M and =AM . Our approach is the
same followed by Auslander and Reiten in [3], which focus on getting information
about almost split sequences in mod=A by knowing the almost split sequences in
mod. In particular, we prove that the results in [3], Section 4 have the following nice
consequence when the ideal A is idempotent. For every indecomposable nonprojective
=A-module M; =AM  Hom(=A; M). This is, =AM is the annihilator of A in
M . This fact is strongly used to prove the following theorem, which generalizes to
triangular matrix algebras a similar result proved for one point extensions by Assem
and Zacharia in [2] (see also [12]).
Theorem A. Let  be the triangular matrix algebra
(
R
BXR
0
B
)
; where R; B are arbi-
trary artin algebras and let M be an indecomposable nonprojective B-module. Then
M = BM if and only if HomB(X; BM) = 0.
On the other hand, Assem and Zacharia study in [2] when an almost split sequence
in mod=A embeds as an almost split sequence in mod, in case  is a split extension
of =A. Their approach is diIerent from the one followed by Auslander and Reiten.
It focus on getting information about almost split sequences in mod from know-
ing the almost split sequences in mod=A. They also construct an exact sequence
relating the dual transpose of M in mod=A and in mod, giving in particular an
embedding from =AM to M with the same property of fAR. We will denote it
by fAZ.
Although the construction of fAR and fAZ is diIerent, we compare them and prove
(Theorem B) that, up to an isomorphism, they are the same.
Theorem B. Let  be an artin algebra and A a two-sided ideal of . Suppose,
 is the split extension of =A by A. Let M be an indecomposable nonprojective
=A-module and fAR ; fAZ : =AM → M the embeddings of Auslander–Reiten and
Assem–Zacharia, respectively. Then there exists a -isomorphism  : =AM → =AM
such that fAZ = fAR.
We end the paper with an application to Nakayama algebras. Articles [8–11] and
[13–15] can be used as reference works.
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1. Preliminary results
In this section we 3x some notations and collect some general results which will
be needed in the next section. Some of them are homological results [6] and others
are general results true for split-by-nilpotent extensions which will be our setting in
Section 2.
Throughout the paper  will be an artin algebra, all the modules considered will be
3nitely generated left modules, mod denotes the category of 3nitely generated left
-modules, and by ideal we mean two-sided ideal.
For a -module M; 1(M) denotes the 3rst syzygy of M , radM the Jacobson radical
of M and M∗ =Hom(M;).
Proposition 1.1. Let  be an artin algebra and P and B in mod.
(a) The morphism  : Hom(P;) ⊗ B → Hom(P; B), de8ned by (f ⊗ b)(p) =
f(p)b for all f in Hom(P; B), for all b in B and all p in P, is functorial in P
and B.
(b) If P is -projective, then  is and isomorphism for all B in mod.
Proposition 1.2. Let  and  be arbitrary rings and let A be in mod; C in
mod and B a –-bimodule. Then there exists a unique homomorphism  : Hom
(A;Hom(B; C)) → Hom(B ⊗ A; C) such that for each g :A → Hom(B; C) we
have ( g)(b⊗ a) = g(a)(b). This homomorphism is an isomorphism and establishes
a natural equivalence of functors.
Remark 1.3. For an artin algebra  and an ideal A of , Proposition 1.2 gives in
particular an isomorphism of functors  : Hom(=A;D−)→ D(−⊗ =A).
Proposition 1.4. Let  and  be arbitrary rings and let A a –-bimodule and B
in mod. If A is -projective and B is -projective then A⊗ B is -projective.
Assume now that  and  are arbitrary rings such that  is a -bimodule. Then,
using the above results and the canonical isomorphism  →Hom(;), we have the
following.
Proposition 1.5. Let ;  be as above and let P be projective in mod. Then the
morphism P :P∗ ⊗  → ( ⊗ P)∗ de8ned by P(f ⊗ )(′ ⊗ p) = ′f(p) is an
isomorphism and gives a natural equivalence of functors.
Remark 1.6. (a) The morphism P given in Proposition 1.5 is the composition of the
following morphisms:
P∗ ⊗  →Hom(P;) ’→Hom(P;Hom(;))  → (⊗ P)∗;
where ’(h)(p)()= h(p) for all h in Hom(P;), for all p in P and for all  in ,
and  and  are the morphisms given in Propositions 1.1 and 1.2, respectively.
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(b) Let  be an artin algebra and A an ideal of . Combining Propositions 1.2
and 1.5 we have that for each =A-projective module P there exists an isomorphism,
which will be denoted here by P , and which is the following:
Hom=A(;DP∗)
 P−−→D(P∗ ⊗=A ) D
−1
P−−→D(⊗=A P)∗:
Let  and  be artin algebras.  is said to be split extension of  by the --
bimodule Q or simply  is a split-by-nilpotent extension of , if there exists a split
surjective algebra morphism  →  whose kernel Q is contained into the radical of
. In this case   =Q. So, to study split by nilpotent extensions it is enough to
consider pairs (;A) where  is an artin algebra and A is a two-sided ideal contained
in rad such that the canonical epimorphism  : → =A splits. Then  can be
identi3ed with =A ⊕ A provided with the ring structure ( L1; a1)( L2; a2) = ( L1a2 +
a1 L2 + 12; a1a2) for all L1; L2 in =A and a1; a2 in A, and also we have inclusions
mod=A ,→ mod and mod ,→ mod=A induced by  and the splitting of ,
respectively. Thus we may consider the functors ⊗=A—and =A⊗—which satisfy
=A⊗ (⊗=A−)  idmod =A. Note that the composition ⊗=A (=A⊗−) is also
allowed but it is not isomorphic to idmod . We denote by  the canonical isomorphism
=A⊗ (⊗=A −)→ idmod =A.
Let now  be a split by nilpotent extension of =A and M an indecomposable
nonprojective =A-module. A minimal projective presentation P :P1
f1→P0 f0→ M →
0 of M over  is constructed in [1] from a given minimal projective presentation
P′ :P′1
f′1→P′0
f′0→ =AM → 0 of M over =A. More precisely, P is
(∗) P :⊗=A (P′1 ⊕ P)
[1⊗f′1f]−−−−−→⊗=A P′0
pM (1⊗f′0)−−−−−→M−−→0;
where P is a projective =A-module such that P′1⊕P=P=A0 (1M); f0=pM (1⊗f′0),
with pM :⊗=AM → M;pM (⊗m)= Lm, and f1=[(1⊗f′1)f] for some f :⊗=AP →
⊗=A P′0.
For our purposes, it will be helpful later to compute the dual transpose of M over
 by using the projective presentation P obtained from a given minimal projective
presentation P′ of M over =A.
2. Comparing two particular embeddings over split-by-nilpotent extensions
Let  be an artin algebra and A an arbitrary two-sided ideal of . It is easy to prove
that for any indecomposable nonprojective =A-module M there exists a commutative
diagram in mod
0 −−→ =AM −−→ F −−→ M −−→ 0
f
  ‖
0 −−→ M −−→ E −−→ M −−→ 0
where the horizontal sequences are the almost split sequences ending at M in mod=A
and mod, respectively, and f is an embedding from =AM into M .
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In this general setting, Auslander and Reiten construct in [3], 4.2 such an embedding
which will be denoted here by fAR. On the other hand, Assem and Zacharia give in
[2] another such embedding in case  is a split extension of =A by A. Let us denote
this morphism fAZ.
In this section we compare both embeddings and prove that they coincide for
split-by-nilpotent extensions, in the sense that there exists a -isomorphism  : =AM
−−→=AM such that fAZ = fAR.
For an algebra  we will denote byN, or just byN, the Nakayama automorphism
mod
Hom(−;)−−−−−→modop D−−→mod.
2.1. The Auslander–Reiten embedding fAR
Let us start with the following easy remark.
Remark 2.1.1. For a -module X; Hom(=A; X ) is naturally isomorphic to the sub-
module {x∈X : A:x= 0} of X , via f → f(1). We denote by jX the induced embedding
Hom(=A; X ) ,→ X .
Let Q :Q1
f1−−→Q0 f0−−→M−−→0 be a minimal projective presentation of M over .
Then, according [4] 4.2, =A⊗ Q : (=A⊗ Q1) 1⊗f1−−→ (=A⊗ Q0) 1⊗f0−−→M−−→0 is a
projective presentation of M in mod=A, usually not minimal. Hence, there exists a
direct sum decomposition (=A⊗ Q1)  Q2 ⊕ Q′ such that
Q2
(1⊗f1)[
1
0 ]−−−−−→ (=A⊗ Q0) 1⊗f0−−→M−−→0
is a minimal projective presentation of M in mod=A.
Applying now the functors N and N=A to Q and (=A ⊗ Q) we get the
sequences
0−−→M−−→NQ1 Nf1−−→NQ0
0−−→=AM
∐
N=AQ′−−→N=A(=A⊗ Q1)N(1⊗f1)−−−−→N=A(=A⊗ Q0)
which are exact in mod and mod=A, respectively. Then the isomorphisms  and
 given in Remark 1.3 and Proposition 1.5 yield the following commutative diagram
of exact sequences:
0 −−−−−−−−−−−→ =AM
∐
I −−−−−−−−−−−−→ N=A(=A⊗ Q1) −−−−−−→N=A(=A⊗ Q0) 
 DQ1
 DQ0
0 −−−−−−−−−→ D(TrM ⊗ =A) −−−−−−−−−−→ D(Q∗1 ⊗ =A) −−−−−−→ D(Q∗0 ⊗ =A)  −1TrM
 D −1Q∗1
 D −1Q∗0
0 −−−−−−−−−−−→ (=A; M) −−−−−−−−−−−−→ (=A;NQ1) −−−−−−→ (=A;NQ0)
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where I denotes the injective module N=AQ′. Finally, the embedding fAR is de3ned
as the composition
=AM
[
1
0 ]−−→ =AM
∐
I
−−→D(TrM ⊗ =A)
 −1TrM−−→ (=A; M)
jM−−→ M:
2.2. The Assem–Zacharia embedding fAZ
Let  be a split extension of =A by A. Then there exists a short exact sequence
(1) 0→ A→  →=A→ 0 where  is a split algebra morphism and A is contained
in the radical of . Let M be an indecomposable nonprojective =A-module and
P :P1
f1→P0 f0→M → 0 be a minimal projective presentation of M over =A. Then we
have the exact sequence (2) 0→ =AM →N=AP1N=Af1→ N=AP0 and the following
commutative diagram with exact rows:
0 −−−−−→ =AM −−−−−−−−−−→NP1 Nf1−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ NP0 '  'P1  'P0
0 −−→ =A(=A; =AM) −−→ =A(=A;NP1) (=A;Nf1)−−−−−−−−−−→ =A(=A;NP0) (;=AM)  (;NP1)  (;NP0)
0 −−−−→ =A(; =AM) −−→ =A(;NP1) (;Nf1)−−−−−−−−−−→ =A(;NP0)
where ' the canonical =A-isomorphism, N =N=A, and =A(X; Y ) = Hom=A(X; Y )
for =A-modules X and Y . The morphisms connecting the last two rows are induced
by the morphism  of the above short exact sequence (1).
On the other hand, it was proven in [1] that
(3) (⊗=A P1) ⊗f1−−→ (⊗=A P0) ⊗f0−−→ (⊗=A M)−−→0
is a minimal projective presentation of ( ⊗=A M) in mod. Applying now the
functors Hom=A(;−) to (2) and N to (3), and using the isomorphism given in
Remark 1.6(b), we obtain the following commutative diagram of exact rows:
0 −−→ =A(; =AM)−−−−−−−−→ =A(;NP1) (;Nf1)−−−−−−−−→ =A(;NP0)   P1  P0
0 −−→ (⊗=A M) ⊗f1−−−−−−−−→N(⊗=A P1) ⊗f0−−−−−−−−→N(⊗=A P0)
where  is the isomorphism induced by restriction of P1 .
Let now P : [⊗=A (P1 ⊕ P′)] [1⊗f1f]−−−−→ (⊗=A P0) pM (1⊗f0)−−−−−→M−−→0 be the minimal
projective presentation of M in mod constructed from P as in Section 1.
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Then P and (3) induce the following commutative diagram of exact rows:
0 −−→ (⊗=A M)−−−−−→ N(⊗=A P1) −−−−−→ N(⊗=A P0) u  [ 1
0
] ∥∥∥∥∥
0 −−−−−→ M −−−−−→ N[⊗=A (P1 ⊕ P′)]−−−−−→N(⊗=A P0)
Composing the last three commutative diagrams we get the following one
0 −−−−−→ =AM −−−−−−−−−−→ NP1 −−−−−−−−−−→ NP0 '  'P1  'P0
0 −−→ =A(=A; =AM) −−−−−→ =A(=A;NP1) −−−−−→=A(=A;NP0) (;=AM)  (;NP1)  (;NP0)
0 −−→ =A(; =AM) −−−−−→ =A(;NP1) −−−−−→ =A(;NP0)   P1  P0
0 −−→ (⊗=A M) −−−−−→ N(⊗ P1) −−−−−→ N(⊗ P0) u  [ 1
0
] ∥∥∥
0 −−−−−→ M −−−−−→ N[⊗ (P1 ⊕ P′)]−−−−−→ N(⊗ P0)
and the embedding fAZ is then de3ned as the composition fAZ = u(; =AM)'.
2.3. Main result
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 2.3.1. Let  be an artin algebra and A a two-sided ideal of . Suppose
 is the split extension of =A by A. Let M be an indecomposable nonprojective
=A-module and fAR ; fAZ : =AM → M the embeddings of Auslander–Reiten and
Assem–Zacharia, respectively. Then there exists a -isomorphism  : =AM → =AM
such that fAZ = fAR.
Proof. Along the proof we will write just N instead of N=A.
Let P :P1
f1−−→P0 f0−−→M−−→0 be a minimal projective presentation of M over =A.
Then, according to Assem and Marmaridis [1] and Assem and Zacharia [2], we get
minimal projective presentations of ⊗=A M and M in mod
(∗) (⊗=A P1) ⊗f1−−→ (⊗=A P0) ⊗f0−−→ (⊗=A M)−−→0
(∗∗) [⊗=A (P1 ⊕ P′)] [1⊗f1f]−−−−→ (⊗=A P0) pM (1⊗f0)−−−−−→M−−→0
for some =A-projective module P′, and for some morphism f.
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Let P′′ = P1 ⊕ P′. We apply the construction of Auslander–Reiten starting with
the presentation (∗∗), and the construction of Assem–Zacharia starting with the presen-
tation P.
Hence we have the last commutative diagram of 2.2 and the following one obtained
by taking in 2.1 Q as the presentation (∗∗).
0 −−→ =AM
∐
I −−→N(=A⊗ (⊗ P′′)) −−→ N(=A⊗ (⊗ P0))   D(⊗P′′)  D(⊗P0)
0 −−→ D(TrM ⊗ =A) −−→ D((⊗ P′′)∗ ⊗ =A) −−→ D((⊗ P0)∗ ⊗ =A)  −1TrM
 D −1(⊗P′′)∗  D −1(⊗P0)∗
0 −−→ (=A; M) −−→ (=A;N(⊗ P′′)) −−→ (=A;N(⊗ P0))
On the other hand, the isomorphism  :=A⊗ (⊗=A −)→ idmod =A induces an
isomorphism N−1P1 :NP1 →N[=A⊗ (⊗P1)]. Let  be the restriction of N−1P1
to =AM .
We want to prove the commutativity of the following diagram having the embeddings
fAR and fAZ as left and right columns, respectively.
=AM
←−−−−−−−−− =AM [ 1
0
]
 '
=AM
∐
I Hom=A(=A; =AM)   (;=AM)
D(TrM ⊗ =A) Hom=A(; =AM)   
Hom(=A; M) (⊗=A M) jM  u
M M
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We will get our aim by proving the commutativity of I–III in the following diagram.
 


 
I II
(Κ/A,u)
Hom(Λ/A, M)
Λ M
/A M /A M
/AM
∏
j M

Hom(/A, ( ⊗ M))
Hom/A (Λ,/A M)
Hom/A (/A,/A M)
(	,/A M)
III
j ( ⊗ M)
 M
u
 ( ⊗ M)
I
1
 ⊗  /A)D(Tr M
 ⊗  /A)D(Tr (⊗ M )
∋
0
~
The morphism * is the restriction of D⊗P′′ :N=A[=A⊗ (⊗ P′′)]→ D[(⊗
P′′)∗ ⊗ =A] to =AM , with − as in Proposition 1.5. We denote += *.
Clearly III commutes by the functoriality of j.
The maps in the last column are de3ned as restriction of the maps in the last column
of the following diagram, as we saw in 2.2. The other maps of the previous diagram
are obtained in analogous way. So the proof of the commutativity of I and II reduces
to the proof of the commutativity of I and II in the following diagram.

P1
P1
NP1
N∆P1
_1
i
I II
Hom(/A,N ( ⊗ P1))
Hom(/A,N ( ⊗ P'' ))
N[/A⊗ ( ⊗ P'' )]
N[/A⊗ ( ⊗ P1)]
N ( ⊗ P1)
Hom/A(/A,NP1)
Hom/A(,NP1)
(	,NP1)
j ( ⊗ M)
1
0(/A,      )
 ⊗  /A)D[( ⊗ P1)* 
 ⊗  /A)]D[( ⊗ P'' )*
(⊗P1)∗
(⊗P'')∗
_1
_1
DP''
D(⊗P1)
Here, i is induced by the canonical inclusion P1 → P′′ = P1 ⊕ P′ and therefore the
commutativity of I follows by the functoriality of  −1D.
Let us prove the commutativity of II. We will write j instead of j(⊗M). Recall 
was described in Remark 1.6(b), =D−1P1  . So we have to show that DP1j 
−1+ =
 (;NP1)'.
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Let f∈NP1 and (g⊗ L)∈ (⊗P1)∗⊗=A. Then +(f)(g⊗ L)=f[⊗P1 (g⊗ L)−1P1 ]
and (j −1+)(f)= ( −1+)(f)( L1). Now ( −1+)(f)( L1)∈N(⊗P1)=D(⊗P1)∗ and
for all -morphism h :⊗ P1 → ,
[( −1+)(f)( L1)](h) = f[⊗P1 (h⊗ L1)−1P1 ]:
Hence, for all (t ⊗ )∈ (P∗1 ⊗ ) we have
[DP1j 
−1+](f)(t ⊗ ) = [(DP1 )( −1+)(f)( L1)](t ⊗ )
= [( −1+)(f)( L1)](P1 (t ⊗ ))
=f[⊗P1 (P1 (t ⊗ )⊗ L1)−1P1 ]:
Now [(;NP1)'](f) = f′, where f′(1) = f, and then
[ (;NP1)'](f)(t ⊗ ) =  (f′)(t ⊗ ) = f′()(t) = (f)(t) = f(t):
A straightforward computation shows that ⊗P1 (P1 (t⊗ )⊗ L1)−1P1 = t which proves
the commutativity of II, ending the proof of the theorem.
3. Some relationships between the dual transpose over  and over a factor =A of 
and applications
In [3], Section 4, Auslander and Reiten give some results about the following prob-
lem. If M is an indecomposable nonprojective =A-module, how is the almost split
sequence of M over =A related to the almost split sequence of M over ?
The 3rst of their results we want to state is the following.
Proposition 3.1 (Auslander and Reiten [3], Proposition 4.2). Let  be an artin alge-
bra, A a two-sided ideal of  and M an indecomposable nonprojective =A-module.
Let 0 → A → B → M → 0 be an almost split sequence of M over . Then the
sequence 0→ Hom(=A; A)→ Hom(=A; B)→ Hom(=A; M)→ 0 is isomorphic
to the sequence 0 → =A(M)
∐
I → V ∐ I → M → 0, where I is injective and
0→ =A(M)→ V → M → 0 is an almost split sequence of =A-modules.
The embedding fAR described in Section 2 is de3ned along the proof of this propo-
sition. Concerning it we may ask the following question.
Question. If =AM is a direct summand of M via fAR, that is, if fAR splits, what
can we say about its complement?
The next result follows from the de3nition of fAR, identifying Hom(=A; M)
with {x∈ M : A:x = 0}.
Proposition 3.2. With the above notation, if M  =AM
∐
I
∐
X then X  M=
{x∈ M : A:x = 0}.
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Clearly, this proposition is not an answer of the question. However, it gives some
insight about how the complement could be.
Example. Let Q be the quiver •1 +→ •2 '→•3 and  be the K-algebra KQ=〈'+〉. Then
  T=D where T is the trivial extension of . According results of [7], T =
KQT=〈'+− +′'′; '′'− ++′〉 where QT is the quiver
 
''
1 2 3
Let Si be the simple T-module associated to the vertex i of QT. Then S1 =
S2; T(S1) is the only indecomposable T-module of length 2 with top S3 and socle
S2. Hence (S1) = S3 ⊕ S2, that is S3 is the complement of S2 = S1. Note that the
complement S3 is not an injective T-module.
As a consequence of Proposition 3.1, Auslander and Reiten get the following result
which gives some equivalent conditions for the exact sequence:
0 → Hom(=A; A) → Hom(=A; B) → Hom(=A; M) → 0 to be almost split.
([3], Corollary 4.4).
Corollary 3.3. Let  be an artin algebra, A an ideal of  and M an indecomposable
nonprojective =A-module. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) If 0 → A → B → M → 0 is an almost split sequence of -modules, then
0 → Hom(=A; A) → Hom(=A; B) → Hom(=A; M) → 0 is an almost split
sequence of =A-modules.
(ii) If P1 → P0 → M → 0 is a minimal projective presentation of M considered
as a -modules, then P1=AP1 → P0=AP0 → M → 0 is a minimal projective
presentation of M in mod=A.
(iii) Hom(=A; A) = Hom(=A; (M)) is an indecomposable =A-module.
Remark 3.4. In order to get conditions for (ii) to hold let P1
f1→P0 f0→M → 0 be a
minimal projective presentation of M in mod, and let K = 1M . Then P1=AP1 →
P0=AP0 → M → 0 is a projective presentation of M over =A, usually not minimal,
and 1=AM=K=(K∩AP0). Since A:M=0; f0(AP0)=Af0(P0)=0 and hence AP0 ⊆ K .
Thus 1=AM = K=AP0.
On the other hand, P1=AP1 = P0(K=AK). Thus P1=AP1 → P0=AP0 → M → 0 is
minimal if and only if K=AP0 and K=AK have the same top. Clearly this is the case
when AP0 = AK . Moreover, it is easy to see that if AK ⊆ radK , then P1=AP1 →
P0=AP0 → M → 0 is minimal if and only if AP0 ⊆ radK .
Clearly, condition (i) of Corollary 3.3 gives a way to construct an almost split
sequence ending at M in mod=A, whenever the pair (M;A) satis3es that the func-
tor =A⊗—turns a minimal projective presentation of M in mod into a minimal
projective presentation of M in mod=A (conditional (ii)).
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An important class of ideals of  satisfying this condition for all =A-module M is
the class of idempotent ideals ([5], Theorem 1.6). So, we have the following result.
Proposition 3.5. Let  be an artin algebra, A an idempotent ideal of . Then for
every indecomposable nonprojective =A-module M; =AM = Hom(=A; M) =
{x∈ M : A:x = 0}. In particular, =AM = M if and only if A:M = 0.
The next theorem is the main result of this section and also an application of these
ideas.
Theorem 3.6. Let  be the triangular matrix algebra
(
R
BXR
0
B
)
where R; B arbitrary
artin algebras and let M be an indecomposable nonprojective B-module. Then M =
BM if and only if HomB(X; BM) = 0.
Proof. Let e=
(
1
0
0
0
)
. Then B is the quotient of  by the idempotent ideal A generated
by e. So, according Proposition 2.4, BM = Hom(B; M) = {x∈ M : e:x = 0}. In
particular, BM = M if and only if e:M = 0.
Assume BM = M or equivalently e:M = 0. We want to prove that HomB
(X; BM) = 0. Note that
HomB(X; BM) = HomB(X;Hom(B; M))  Hom(B⊗B X; M)
Hom(X; M):
So, we will show that Hom(X; M) = 0. The short exact sequence of -modules
0→ X → :e → R → 0 yields an exact sequence of the form
0→Hom(R; M)→ Hom(e; M)→ Hom(X; M)
→ Ext1(R; M)→ 0:
Since Hom(:e; M)  e:M = 0 by hypothesis, we get that Hom(X; M) 
Ext1(R; M).Then the claim follows from the fact that Ext
1
(R; M)  DHom
(M;R) = 0.
Conversely, assume HomB(X; BM) = Hom(X; M) = 0.
It is well known that every -module Y can be seen as the triple (e:Y; e1:Y; f) where
e1 =
(
0 0
0 1
)
and f :X ⊗R e:Y → e1:Y
is the B-morphism mapping x ⊗ e:y → e1:
(
0
x
0
0
)
y: In particular, X = (0; X; 0) and
(M) = (e:(M); e1:(M); f) = (RZ; BT; f), with f :X ⊗B Z → T a B-morphism
de3ned as above.
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Thus, Hom(X; (M)) = 0 implies HomB(X; T ) = 0. Hence f = 0 since f∈HomB
(X ⊗R Z; T )  HomR(Z;HomB(X; T )) = 0.
Therefore, (M) = (Z; 0; 0)
∐
(0; T; 0). Since (M) is indecomposable, Z = 0 or
T = 0. But B(M) = (0; B(M); 0) embedds into (M), and hence into T . Thus T is
diIerent from zero since B(M) is, and therefore Z = 0 as we wanted.
A similar result was proven by Assem and Zacharia in [2], in case  is a one point
extention of B by X , by using diIerent techniques (see also [12, p. 88]).
The other application we want to give here concerns to Nakayama algebras. The
proof is not hard. It. can be made by using Remark 3.4 and the results about Nakayama
algebras appearing in [4, Chapter IV].
Theorem 3.7. Let  be a Nakayama algebra and A a two-sided ideal contained into
radn+1 . Let C be an indecomposable nonprojective =A-module, of length n over
. Then M = =AM for all =A-module M in the -orbit of C.
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